Characterization of the iron-binding properties of pyoverdine using electron-capture dissociation-tandem mass spectrometry.
Pyoverdines (PVD) are a group of siderophores produced by fluorescent Pseudomonads. Identification of PVD variants mostly relies on liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) using collision-induced dissociation (CID). Here, both CID and the novel dissociation technique electron-capture dissociation (ECD) were applied to characterize PVD succinamide and its Fe(III)-chelated complex. The results clearly showed that ECD produced diagnostic side chain fragmentation of the PVD peptide chain and preserved the labile Fe(III) binding to the chromophore in contrast to CID. The ECD technique is therefore expected to support the understanding of strain-specific Fe(III) transport processes of PVDs.